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INTRODUCTION
Purpose of the Thesis.

In presenting this thesis it will probably be necessary
for me to qualify the usefulness of the paper I am writing.
At first glance it would seem to be just a mere recording of
the progress of forest fire protection in recent years and,
as such, to have no real constructive value.

However, in my

efforts to find material I was able to find no references which

completely or even partially cover the steady growth of Forest
Protection.

Those references dated 1912 contained the protec

tion measures used at that time, those dated 1924 in that time
and so on.

So, with this as a background, my efforts have

been exerted in an endeavor to compile, as nearly as possible,
a complete short history of forest fire protection.
Importance of Forest Fire Protection.

As our forests recede into the insatiable maw

of the

lumberman's destructive appetite, forest protection has become

more and more important.

In early days forests were thought

of as a nuisance and a hinderence to be gotten rid of as soon

as possible.

As the lands were cleared off, lumbering began

to write its destructive history from New England, to the

Lake States, to the South, ana finally to the pacific Coast.
The forests were limitless and inexhaustible, why protect

them?

Now, however, with practically the only large remaining

stands of timber being in the Northwest the necessity of

protection is coming home to roost, not only for virgin stands
but fe

,-,-cver lands as well.

Protection in all its phases
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means stable communities,

soil

rctected from erosion,

reclamation of recreation areas,
conditions,

the

improvement of actual soil

and all of the immeasurable social benefits that

are attached to these guarantees.

In short it means a stable,

well-organised industry, containing within itself the possibil
ity of multiple use by its dependents and the outside public.
Methods

of Proceedure

and Sources

of Data.

In preparing this paper I will endeavor to carry protec
tion from its'early beginnings down to the present time as
well as to show such future plans or aims for the furtherance

of fire protection if they are available.
My sources of data will,
entirely to library research.

of necessity, be confined almost
I have also drawn on some very

helpful suggestions from Mr. Everett Lynce, District Ranger
of

the Lakes District

on the Mt.

Hood National Forest as well

as on a very slight amount of my own experience.
REPORT

The History of Forest Fire Losses.

All records of forest losses that gc back any years at

all are concerned almost entirely with fire loss.

Forest

losses due to insects and disease made no imprint on the

conscious thought of people before 1900.

However, as far back

as Colonial times great forest fires have been recorded.

The

Miramichi fire in New Brunswick burned an area of two and one

half million acres with the loss of an enormous amount of

timber as well as life and improved property.

In 1871, the

greatest conflagration in American history occured in the
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Peshtigo fire in Wisconsin, which covered an area of one

million two hundred eighty thousand acres and a loss of one

thousand five hundred lives.

In 1894, the Hinchley fire

"blew up" in Minnesota destroying seven towns and killing
five hundred people.

The property loss 3.1 one amounted to

twenty-five million dollars.

1910 will go down in forest

history as one of the most destructive single years we have

as yet known.

The Idaho fire in this year destroyed an enor

mous supply of exceedingly valuable virgin White pine timber,
and throughout the Pacific coast smaller fires raged every
where, bringing the total for the year to an amount never
before reached.

The most recent serious single fire loss

occured in Tillamook County, Oregon, in 1933> and destroyed
timber valued at

two hundred

million dollars.

The instances named above consist only of isolated

single great fires that have gone down in history because they
were so spectacular.

Added to these single great catastrophies

is the steady burning of land year in and year out.

Fire

annually burns over eight to ten million acres, which brings
the total fire loss in the United States from Colonial times

to the present to a staggering figure.
Protection from Fire.

Protection from fire has been of increasing importance

thoughout the years.

One often reads and hears the statement

made that disease and insects are making more depredations on
our forests than is fire and lumbering combined.

This is no

doubt true, but it gives a false impression to the relative

importance of forest fire control.

It implies that too much
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attention is paid to fire because it is spectacular and attracts
public attention, while the attacks of disease and insects

are insidious and unspectacular and often neglected.

However,

even though our fire loss has been great, bad it not been for
the time, money, and effort spent on fire prevention and

suppression,

it is very probable that our forest lands would

be one great fire sear blighting the landscape in every direc
tion.

It is true that disease threatens the existance

of two

or three very valuable species in the country today, but as
yet neither disease nor insects threaten the bulk of our forest

wealth as would fire if allowed to spread unchecked.

The

gains that have been made along fire control lines have been
positive while efforts towards the curtailment of disease and

insect losses have been rather negative, and in some cases

have been complete failures.

Mining, agriculture, and forestry

are the backbone on which this country has been built,

and

mining partially and agriculture particularly are indirectly
affected by the loss of the protecting forests.
Early Beginnings of Protection.

The real early beginning of forest fire protection came
about 1891 with the establishment of

the Forest Reserves,

which were later changed to National Forests.

This act laid

the groundwork on which the Forest Service was to grow end

expand and the growth of fire protection has been a parallel
of the growth of the Forest Service.

It also spelled the

death-knell of the common idea prevalent of the time that

"the forests were tec big anyhow, let 'em burn," and brought
into being the idea of conservation for posterity.
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A story is told of an early forest supervisor who happened
tc observe a fire some distance away.
him,

Taking one man with

he spent two weeks locating the fire and putting it out.

Fortunately, due to favorable weather conditions, the fire
burned slowly and they were able to put it out successfuly
after it had burned some forty acres.
were common in those days,

Handicaps such as this

but it gave food for thought to

those men in the Forest Service who could look ahead and see

the possibility of bad years and the consequent disasters
that were possible.

Thus, the seeds were sown for the begin-

ings of systematized fire control.

The progress of system

atized fire control came about in the following manner.

First

came the gradual realization by the general public that the
forests should be protected.

Then followed more systematic

agitation of forest protection by the government, aided and
abetted by put lie spirited citizens and public organisations.
Next was the fighting of fires by the states and by private
owners when the fires became particularly dangerous and fire

fighting became a necessity- for actual existance.

The fourth

and most important advancement was the creation of the National
Forests, and the setting up of definite fire control measures
on these areas.

Next came the unsystematic patrol to prevent

fire by individual private owners.

Finally we have the present

organized system of cooperation and patrol that is in operation
between the Forest Service,

the State, and the private owner.

Development of Effective Fire Protection.

The accomplishments of the present system of fire control

have developed through efforts along five major lines:

(1) The
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development of means to anticipate fire leads and fire danger.

(2) Development of organization and tortical plans.
ments to increase mobility.
tools.

(3) Develop

(4) Developments in fire fighting

(5) Provision for an efficient supply service.
hen the Forest Service first began to function,

the

common practice in putting out fire was by beating with burlap
sacks, wet blankets, and cut green pine bows.

was handy served the primitive fire fighter.

Anything that

A very natural

evolution occurred when this primitive fire fighter turned to
the common farmer and woodsman tools,

to increase his efficiency.

the shovel and the axe

However, little thought was given

J:o the size, weight, and balance of these tools and they were

bought just as they were without consideration of the fact
that the fire fighter had to work under extreme pressure in

which the efficiency and ease of handling of the tool made all
the difference in the world.

Gradually though, scientific

study of fire tools brought out features of tools which gave
them a distinct advantage over the common tools and made

their manufacture a specialty.

The shovel and axe are the

fundamental digging and cutting tools, but peculiar conditions

of understory growth, debric, and litter made necessary other
variations of these tools for different regions.

Out of

these studies came the hazel hoe, the fire rake, the combina
tion tools such as the Pulaski and the McLeod tools, and many

others which are particularly adapted to certain types of
forest growth.

Along, with the development of hand tools came the
spectacular development of the gasoline engine which was soon
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to be applied to fire fighting equipment and transportation.

In 190" the definition of "truck trail" was unknown and parts
of each forest were days and weeks from the nearest source of
available man power.

The rise of the automotive industry has

made the transportation of men and materials throughout the

forest area more effective each succeeding year.

Today there

are thousands of miles of forest read making nearly every re

mote part of the forests readily accessible.

It has become

necessary for nearly all guards and other forest workers to
provide themselves witk cars to hold their jobs.

This high

speed transportation system has been added to by the increasing

use of airplanes to carry men and supplies into remote regions
•"hen immediate help is necessary.

At the present time, the

Forest Service has some seventy-five landing fields capable
of handling large planes for the purpose of placing men and
supplies within reach.

However,

the construction of landing

fields in mountainous forested regions is a difficult one and

almost prohibitively expensive.

The recent developments in

hovering types of planes such as the autogyro will solve this
for difficulty in the use of airplanes as they require only
a very small place in which to land.

The use of the gasoline engine has also become directly
applicable to the fire line,

"fater is the most effective

and most used quencher of fire known to man, yet for many

years was almost unknown in fire suppression work.

True,

back pack cans have long been used but their work is almost

entirely confined to mop-up work and not to direct fire
pression.

The first gasoline powered water pumps came out
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about 1908 and. were heavy, ungainly things that could not be
used away from roads without great difficulty,

but which did

very fine service when it was at all possible to use them.

Manufacturers, at the instigation of the Forest Service, bent
their efforts towards the solution of the problem until we
now have all sizes of water pumps available down to the light

four and one-half horsepower pump capable of throwing one
hundred and fifty-four gallons of water a minute at one
thousand pounds of pressure and weighing only sixty-five
pounds.

This machine with one thousand four hundred feet of

linen hose can be carried on s. pack board by one man.

larger sizes are carried in by two men, by mules,

trucks, according to their size.

Other

end by

Patrol;, with tank trucks

and pumpers are also used with great effectiveness in areas

of high use such as along highways and roads where they can

get to fires quickly and put them out easily.

Water, through

the use of powered pumps, has taken a monumental load from
the shoulders of the primitive fire fighter.

Man mower always has been and probably always will be the
indispensable unit of attact on the fire line,

but many in-

ovaticns have come in making it possible to build more fire
line faster.

The horse and plow was the first additional

device other than hand tools to be applied to the direct

construction of fire line.

While applicable in many regions,

there were countless places and conditions under which the

horse could not be used.

However, this first use was directly

responsible for the train of thought that led up to the ap
plication of the tractor.

The first practical tractors came
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into use about 1918 or 1920 and were the outgrowth of the
development of tanks during the war.

Someone

;ot the happy

thought of applying the then used methods of constructing

roads to the tractor by attaching a heavy scraper blade to
the front of the

tractor to be used to punch out roads.

After

using the trial and error system for several years, an
efficient serviceable unit was established and put to work

on the construction of all roads including forest roads.

From

here it was only a step to applying this development to the

construction of fire line and we now have the "bull-dozer",

the "trail ouilder", and the "brush buster" that are unsurpassed
in their ability to construct good fire line quickly.

The

addition of large heavy plows to be dragged behind has made
these powerful units still more effective.
lso used

to

maintain and

Luild the

forest

The tractor is
roads which are

indispensable in the forest fire control plan.

The detection system of the forest grew up rather hap

hazardly.

At first, detection was only casual with an obser

ver going up to a vantage point occasionally during bad

weather, taking a look around, and coming down again.

Gradually,

however, there grew up a chain of lockout stations placed on
high peaks according to a ranger's judgement of just where

they should, be.

These were slowly connected by telephone

until all primary and most of the secondary stations were able
to communicate with a central dispatching point.

In 1933

the Forest Service, with an eye to increased efficiency,

organized a visible area mapping survey.

The purpose of this

survey was to accurately map in all of the coverage and blind
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spots of each possible lookout station or point.

This detail

was then correlated into a coverage map from which the greatest
coverage with the smallest number of lookouts was determined,
and the system was reorganized to meet these new specifications.

Radio developments have also been brought to the fire

fighters use as an auxiliary aid to the communication system.
They are invaluable on the fire line to keep the outside

agencies posted as to fire progress and so forth.
not replacin

They are

the telephone but are proving effective as a

means of communication to remote points, infrequently used,
and where the cost of a telephone line would be prohibitive.

Their chief weakness is the fact that they reouire experienced
operators.

Shortly after the war,

the possibilities of the airplane

for detection work were thought very high.

In early 1919

Mr. 01cott, then governor of Oregon, arranged with the chief
of the Army Air Service on the coast to patrol the forests

by plane.

They were tried out in Oregon in the summer of 1919

and established in 1920.

From 1920 to 1928 the Army Air Corps

maintained a patrol on the Pacific Coast fairly successfully.
However,

it soon became evident that,

due to the fact that

they did not lock at an area continuously,

they did not serve

as well as did primary lookout stations with a lo kout con

stantly on duty.

Their use has now developed into auxiliary

detection during smokey weather, after lightening storms, etc.,

and into the scouting of large fires and repcrtinc their
progress by radio.

More recently, they have been used in the

transpcrtation of men and supplies with a great deal of effect
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as has been previously mentioned.

The possibility of using

them in direct attact by the use of gas bombs to retard the
progress of small fires in remote areas until they can be

reached by a -ground crew is being considered.

Their use in

the making of aerial photographs has proved of untold, value
to the dispatcher in placing the exact location of fires.
Still further development alcng these lines may be expected
in the

future.

In 1910, investigations into the causes of forest fires
with the idea of determining the most effective means of
preventing fires and putting them out were started.

These

studies brought to the forester's attention a fact that hadv
long lingered in the back of his head but of which he made
little use.

That is, some years and under certain conditions,

fires burned much more readily and fiercely than they did at
other times.

the 'J.

As a result of these studies, E. A. Seals,

... Weather Bureau,

series of investigations.

of

became interested and conducted a
His findings were published in

the first analysis of the occurrence of large fires as affected
by the weather in 1914.

This study was continued by 3. B. Snow

who made the first intensive experiments as to why fires burn

sore fiercely and what controls their behavior.

By 1922 it

was determined, and was the subject of much discussion,

that

high temperature and low humidity caused a high danger element
while conversely low temperature and high humidity resulted
in lessened fire danger.

Beyond this, little was known.

In

1922, the study of conditions that control the behavior of
forest fires was made a definite research project of the Forest
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Service.

Later, with the establishment of the forest experi

ment stations, our knowledge of this subject has increased
until we now have the fuel moisture sticks, wind vane velocity

meters, psychrometers, and fire danger boards, all the findings
of which are correlated with a cooperative Weather Bureau to

predict relative fire danger and possible fire load to expect.
These advancements have taken the matter of placement of

personnel and equipment in anticipation of fire danger cut of
the field of guesswork, and placed it in a field approaching
the

scientific.

All this development took place largely by the trial
and. error method and seme intelligent guessing.

However,

there was gradually built up a growing tendency towards the

organisation of fire control plans and tactics in anticipation
of fire loads.

In early fire fighting days, no definite fire

plans were laid.

.The first step towards definite planning

was the establishment of tool caches distributed throughout

the forests at crucial points.

From this point, experience

led up to the present system step by step.

It was found that

competent overhead was difficult to obtain on short notice to
handle crews.

As a result, there has been built up a definite

plan for the training of available men in the area for these
positions.

Definite well-ordered plans are now made for men

in forest crews and local residents to serve in these positions

in case of emergency.

The coverage survey resulting from an

inefficient detection system was a still further step in the

organization against fire.
a fuel type nx

It is now being consolidated with

t was started in lc3:, and has just been
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completed to form a basis for hour control plans and coverage

of "hot spots."

The present planning system has as its basis

fire history, and the hour cch.tr 1 time could not have been
determined had

it not been for the available

that have been collected.

tical data,

fire or

With

fire

the continuance

statistics

of fire statis

Lzation ".'ill continue its slew progress

towards perfection.
Fire Control

on Private

Lands.

Thus far the discussion of fire protection has almost

entirely been devoted to the Forest Service practices and
licies.

This was justified due to the fact that nearly all

fire fighting plans and equipment used by private fire organ

izations have their roots directly in tv:e forest Service.
However, the great bulk of forest land is still in private

ownershij

the necessity

'"~:r protection of these lands is .

as great or greater than it is on National Forest lands.

As

has been pointed out the private owner in early days fought

fire only when it became vitallj necessary.

His attacks on

fire were poorly organized and spesmadic in their res; n

due to the fact that each operated so
of centralized direction

. f .'ire fighting

3ly.

The principal
"as

started in New York and Col credo in 1885 but made little head- until the disastrous series of fires all over the country

in 1903 and 1910 made the private owner sit up and take
notice.

As a result of these disastrous years the Oregon

Forest Law was passed in 1911, making it a state function to
protect state lands and to help private Owners to protect
theirs.

It was unioue in the. a it forced protection of private
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lands by the owners or the payment cf a tax to cover state

protection.

This same year saw the coincident organization

of the Oregon Forest Fire Association, which was an association
of private owners whose prime purpose was the protection of

their virgin timber.

In 1911 also the Week's Law was passed

'ch enabled the Federal government to cooperate with the

state in the protect ion of head waters of navigable streams.

T is 1 r was superceded and extended by the Clark-McNary Act
of 192 : ?hich extended to all forest' land, whether state or
private,

the possibilities of Federal cooperation.

At the

present time forty-one states or nearly all cf those which
contain forest lands now cooperate with the Federal govern

ment in cOntroling fire.
Champing Ideas of Protection.

Until just the last few years protection in the United

States has been primarily concerned with virgin stands of
timber.

Now, however,

our virgin stands have very nearly

become limited to the Northwest,

being rapidly depleted.

and even there they are

This means that in a short time

there will be no virgin timber left to cut, and. the operator

will be forced to turn to second-growth stands or get out of
business.

At the present writing, little or no thought is

given to protection of cut-ever and reproduction lands except

on the National Forests.

The finest potential timber-producing

lands in this country are in private ownership or are tax
delinquent and a burden to the counties.

These lands are year

by year being subjected to recurring fires with all their consenuent results in

s.11 erosion and site deterioration.

How-
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ever, the public eye is slowly being focused on the situation,
and. the he

rtance of our second-growth stands and potential

forest land is being recognized.

Pe are now entering a sta

when protection afforded to jrowing

took will be considered

as important to the operator as that of protection cf virgin
stands, because it is to the sec
that he must soon turn.

ad third-growth stands

The common thought of the past is

that fire in slash and reproduction is not Important and is
fading out of the picture.
Present and Future Needs.

We have gone a long way in the suppression of fire, but
we must not grow lax in our efforts. ' Continued study and
research in the technology of fire control must be pursued

if we are to keep the "red demon' out of our forest lands.
3ne of the big

Its in present-day fire control is the

lax and disconnected enforcement cf forest laws by both state
and federal agencies.

There is a crying need for a unified

policy of forest law administration.

Under the present set

up, the offender is governed in one district by one policy and
in the next district by still another policy.

This not only

causes ill feeling towards the forest agencies and owners but

invites "John Public" to get away with all he can.
important item is that of incendiarism.

of our

Another

Incendiarism is one

i ;est causes of fires and the most dangerous because

these fires will nearly always be set in areas of poor coverage

where they are net lively to be detected very euic" ly.
must be stopped and the only way to do so is to have a 1
with teeth in it rigidly enforced by experienced men.

These
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Still another very pertinent need, particularly in the
Northwest,

is the strengthening of state legislation, especially

along lines of consolidation of all the protective agencies

under one central! ed control.

The situation in Oregon is a

d example of the weaknes es of the forest protection system
in the state...

The State Foresters' office is organized with

the primary purpose cf protecting the state and private forest

lands of Oregon.

He accomplishes this ~ly direct control in

one or two areas, but mostly by cooperation with private pro

tective associations,

one or two to each county.

The forester

appoints the fire warden who is in charge of each of these
associations, but the association pays the wages.

Thus he

doesn't by any manner cf means have control over the policies
of these war:: ens, and'the result is lack cf cooperation and

costly duplication of men, equipment, and administretive
organisations.

The State Forester should be at the head of

a direct centralized control

of all lands outside

of

the National

Forests.

Another situation needing attention is the present annual

ZZ 1/3 % turn-over in short term protection forces on both the
-.' tional Forests and in other fire protection organizations.
Business men

in all

other lines

of endeavor consider labor

turn-over as one of the most costly and inefficient factors

in conducting a business or operation, and this is true of the
forest industry as well.

Instead of building up a trained

personnel fully capable of handling any emergency, each year
sees every third man a new inexperienced one.

Besides the costs

of training each new man to fit his job, there are the costs
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of mistakes that he will make in the field which,

of fire, may mount to staggering heights.

in the case

Efforts are now

being directed towards this pro lea., end the policy now is
to at least keep the key men of each ranger district employed
the full ten months of the year that short term are allowed.
Lastly is the solution of man-caused, fires through human

relationships.

Forest agencies have just begun to scratch

the surface of public education in the proper use of the for

ests.

The forest-using public is growing; by leaps and bounds,

;. nd the programs such as school talks,
contact work in general,

moving pictures, public

and personnel training must get away

out in front of this steady climb.

There is tcday a steady

swing away from the tendency to educate by showing the horrors
of fire towards education by pointing out the benefits to be
gained by keeping fire out.

GONCLUSI

Forest protection has made great progress since 1900,
yet it still has not eliminated fire from our forests.
However,

the protection forces of the country are on the

threshold of achieving their goal of keeping all fires in the

class "A" divivion,

of an acre.

that is, no fire bigger than one-quarter

Cur physical means of combating fire have developed

steadily and are now being perfected still further so that
a closely coordinated prevention, detection, and suppression

plan is being established.

Of these divisions in fire control

work, prevention is by far the most important to the future
forester.

The best means of suppression is to keep fire fr
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starting in the first place and as the forest-using public
grows larger, the problem of fire prevention will become
greater.

The future forester must not only become a man

trained in forestry but become a diplomat, an educator, a
law enforcement officer, and a scientist in order to meet

the problems confronting him.

In short, during the period

from 1900 to 1939, we have made great progress, but in order

that the work of the pioneers in forest protection will not

go for nothing, we must continue to carry their flag forward.
We cannot stand in one place, we either go forward or back
ward.
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